




I. TOPIC AND SPEAKER SELECTION

A. Identify a topic
        Is it a question that gauges interest or expresses a challenge?

        What are the key takeaways/learning objectives for your attendee?

B. Select your presenter or panel
        Source relevant speaker(s) with expertise on the topic

C. Email group to establish your timeline for the webinar, deliverables C. Email group to establish your timeline for the webinar, deliverables 
     (presentations, resources, etc.) and share contact information
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II. ESTABLISH YOUR TIMELINE

A. Best practice is to organize the panel several weeks before your webinar date

B. Work with panelists to find the best date/time* to hold webinar
        Set a practice session at least one week prior to the webinar date

        *Only applies if you do not have a standing webinar schedule for your community or council

C. Contact your IFMA liaison to add event to the IFMA schedule 
        IFMA can help distribute your webinar details through the appropriate channels        IFMA can help distribute your webinar details through the appropriate channels

        IFMA can also verify if there are any competing interests or conflicts around the date selected



III. BUILDING YOUR DISCUSSION/PRESENTATION

A. Outline your story
        Think about the story you want to tell your audience. The more compelling the story, the greater likelihood you’ll have a successful webinar.

        Frame it from the standpoint that your audience has interest in the topic and has enough time in their day to attend 

                • This is not an indication that your content isn’t worthy of attention, but that people are dividing their time
                  among competing interests. What title and topic will make them choose you above others?

B. Write script and share for feedbackB. Write script and share for feedback
        Identify questions for each panelist to answer that speak to their area of expertise and give each time to speak

        Break up your presentation with ways for the audience to engage (Polls are an example of how to get your audience involved)

        Draft prepared questions for the Q&A portion of your webinar if the audience does not contribute immediately.

C. Reframe your mind as you’re building the presentation with the understanding
     that most people are in it for the recording
        Live attendance used to be the gold standard for webinars

        With the rise of screen and webinar fatigue and people returning to the office, many will watch the recording rather than attend live         With the rise of screen and webinar fatigue and people returning to the office, many will watch the recording rather than attend live 

        Ask yourself: How will this translate to a recording? What resources/links should I supply to provide a meaningful learning outcome?

        Share the recording of previous session(s) to the speaker/panelist so the speaker/panelist can have a better understanding of the format

        and contents covered to plan for the upcoming session
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IV. COMMUNICATIONS

A. How will you be promoting the webinar? Choose the appropriate
       channel based on your audience and the webinar date

B. Establish communication frequency and channel(s) of communication
        Emails typically work best if you send them several weeks prior to the event. 
        Send a reminder in the 24 hours before to your registrants.

        Use social media to drum up interest/registrations        Use social media to drum up interest/registrations

                • Ideas for posts: 

                        - Draft copy for a post, including the webinar link. Share this with your component’s leadership
                          and active volunteers to post on their own social media accounts.

                        - Grab a quick video from your presenter/panelist 

                        - Build a carousel teasing the topic

                        - Share your registration in IFMA’s Bambu to drive additional posts about your webinar

C. Be sure to share your graphics, speaker information, and webinar briefC. Be sure to share your graphics, speaker information, and webinar brief
       with IFMA in advance to promote your event
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V. PRODUCTION

A. Contact your IFMA liaison



VI. HOST YOUR PRACTICE SESSION

A. During the practice
        Check sound, lighting, and video quality

        Review presentation

B. Day of live webinar
        Meet 20-30 minutes prior to go live time to recheck A/V

        Host a session of roughly 30 minutes of presentation and 30 minutes of Q&A        Host a session of roughly 30 minutes of presentation and 30 minutes of Q&A

                • The Q&A portion can be questions built into your presentation to engage panelists

                • Open forum for attendee questions can be addressed at the end of the presentation or during. Establish how your team
                  would like to address these questions during your practice call.

        Work early engagement into your presentation. Examples include:

                • Opening with an audience poll

                • Build “hype” and engagement by asking people to tell you where they are tuning in from

                                • Word clouds, or other responses to get people used to answering and asking questions

C. Debrief with the panel after the conclusion of the webinar to learn what went well and what could
     be done better for future webinars. This is also a fantastic opportunity to identify future topics based
     on questions from your audience and panel feedback.
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VII. FOLLOW-UP

A. Send thank you to panelists

B. Send thank you to registrants

C. Include a link to the recording and any resources in your
     follow-up email to both the panelists and registrants

D. If you have another webinar scheduled, use this communication
     as an opportunity to tease the date/information     as an opportunity to tease the date/information
        Link to registration page? Topic? Presenters? Date? Share all information that makes it easy for
        someone to gain interest and mark their calendar.

                • If possible, include a calendar invite (.ics file) in your communications for them to quickly
                  add the date to their calendar.

E. Provide recording of education sessions to IFMA chapters and 
universities encouraging them to share with their local 
membership/students and host discussion sessions relevant tomembership/students and host discussion sessions relevant to
the webinar topic to continue the synergy
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HERE’S A CHECKLIST FOR IFMA ESUS WEBINAR SPEAKERS ONCE THE WEBINAR TOPIC IS CONFIRMED.

3 months      Schedule webinar coordinating with IFMA ESUS and speakers

3 months      Send a calendar placeholder for the date and time of webinar

2 months      Provide the following webinar information for webinar marketing:
                                   • Title of webinar 

                                   • Description of webinar 

                                   • Bios

                                   • Headshots                                   • Headshots

1 week           Coordinate connectivity and AV check prior to the webinar event and secure with a calendar invite

1 week           Coordinate if any videos will be played in presentation and provide the videos to IFMA 

1 week           Coordinate with IFMA if any live polling is requested 

*2 weeks       *Panelist alignment

3 days            Q&A session alignment

30 mins.        Final connectivity check, presentation slide / AV check

3 days 3 days            Takeaway notes to audience to be attached to CPD cert:
                                   • Speakers’ contact

                                   • Company website

                                   • Presentation deck (simplified version) for sharing

                                   • Other resources for sharing

*Applicable for webinars with discussion panel
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The Webinar on Crushing Your
Next Webinar

RESOURCES

My Office to Studio Makeover
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https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLoj6nZ_1bcy6F3wtBW2BmQYobJ3cjgUOn
https://register.gotowebinar.com/recording/viewRecording/4550839465187458319/4551354037051467791/holley.henderson@ul.org?registrantKey=6251225401585473803&type=ATTENDEEEMAILRECORDINGLINK
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